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Rationale for Planning Reforms Seminar
The division of powers and functions in terms of
the Constitution is logical and clear. Similarly the
National Development Plan is clear about the
need to assign particular functions to metropolitan
municipalities, yet this has not been done to
date (e.g. passenger rail, housing). Even when
powers and functions are clear and uncontested
between spheres/entities of government, or there
is an abundance of money, there is still a need
to align and co-ordinate planning, budgeting and
implementation for achieving outcomes (rather
than outputs only). Outcomes are good if they
positively make a difference to people’s daily lives.
For example, health and education facilities and/
or services are provided in close proximity to where
people live, work and play while at the same time
being affordable and of good quality. The cost
of failure to plan for outcomes (and just plan for
outputs) can be measured by how easy or difficult
it is for people to go about their daily activities in
cities. The more difficult it is for people, the higher
the incidence of civil protests.
The Municipal Systems Act (MSA) and the
Municipal Financial Management Act (MFMA)
require alignment between planning, budgeting
and reporting instruments such as the Integrated
Development Plan (IDP), Service Delivery and
Budget Implementation Plan (SDBIP) and Annual
report. Similarly the Spatial Planning and Land Use
Management Act (SPLUMA) requires alignment
between planning instruments such as the Municipal
Spatial Development Frameworks and budgeting.
Development planning policy, legislation, processes
and practice are ineffective in meeting the
expected outcomes of a developmental state and
developmental local government. Development
planning has not achieved the delivery of more
compact, productive, sustainable and inclusive
cities that are better governed. Intergovernmental

planning practice and processes also need to be
reformed so that all of government complement
each other in achieving its objectives and outcomes.
However development planning, in and by itself,
is unlikely to succeed in achieving the outcome of
spatial transformation.
Public and Municipal Financial Management has
been reformed since 1994 to be more responsive
and aimed at meeting the needs of a developmental
state that recognises the independence of local
government within the intergovernmental system.
Despite various budgetary and finance reforms over
the last ten years the planning regime has remained
relatively sluggish. Reporting requirements for
metropolitan municipalities were based on 2572
indicators and 18 467 data elements to be reported
annually until the rationalisation effort in November
2017.
The Planning Reform Seminar scheduled for
13-14 June 2018 acknowledges that planning,
budgeting and reporting reforms need to be aligned
and complemented by policy and regulatory
reform. The Cities Support Programme (CSP) in
National Treasury which works within the IUDF
addresses all of these reforms and its interlinkages to policy and regulatory reforms in a
programmatic and systematic way. The Planning
Reform Seminar on13-14 June 2018 was designed
to take a deep dive on planning reforms based
on the experience of metropolitan municipalities
over the last five years in producing their Built
EnvironmentnPerformance Plans (BEPPs) to
contribute to spatial transformation of their cities.
The experience of the metropolitan municipalities
has been documented and produced as six papers
of the Seminar - this paper is on Aligning Planning
& Capital Budgeting. It relates to the desired
outcomes of compact cities and transformed urban
spaces that planning and spatial targeting to capital
budgeting through the design of a system to assist in
decisionmaking related to capital budgeting.

Built Environment Value Chain (BEVC).

Institutional Coordination &
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Catalytic Programme
and Resource
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Overview of the five Input Papers
The paper on Directions in Planning Reform
from an International Perspective provided a
background to approaches to planning in different
countries and provides some insight into the
reasons those approaches were chosen. This
set the scene for looking at the South African
metropolitan experience over the last 5 years that
has been captured in five other papers as outlined
below.
The identification and definition of desired integrated
outcomes represents the starting point of the BEVC.
One of the key shifts that is required for planning is
the adoption by all of government to an outcomesled planning approach based on one set of clearly
defined outcomes established at the outset of the
planning process. The Outcomes-led planning
paper defines what is meant by outcomes-led
planning and why it is important. The paper teases
out the current legislative landscape and notes that
there have been attempts by various agencies to
better realise spatial transformation. To this end, the
BEPPs have made significant progress in planning
and budgeting for interventions and investments
in programmes that build towards transformation
through its focus on establishing a clear line of sight
between setting outcomes and knowing how to
measure/report them upfront.
The paper entitled Strategy Led Budgeting draws
on the successful experiences of the BEPPs to
recommend the implementation of an approach to
budgeting that depends on a stronger and more
direct relationship between strategic planning and
budgeting.
Outcomes-led planning and Strategy Led Budgeting
at the metropolitan sphere should be complemented
by co-ordinated public-sector planning, regulatory
and investment approaches within a spatially
targeted planning framework to attract and leverage
private sector and household investment in spatially
targeted areas. The paper on Infrastructureled growth through spatially targeted public
investment takes a look at intergovernmental
alignment in strategy, planning and infrastructure
investment programming.
A reflection on best practices in municipalities that
have implemented the principles and methodology
of aligning strategy, planning and budgeting
is given in this paper on Aligning Planning
& Capital Budgeting. This paper provides a
guideline at an introductory level of detail together
with considerations that make up the strategy led
budgeting process. It also provides notes on lessons
learnt based on experience at local government

level, for consideration for further enhancement of
the process.
As part of the drive to strengthen the financial link to
planning and strategy and towards fostering a more
evidence-based spatial planning decision making
environment, the Fiscal Impact Tool was developed.
The purpose of this tool is to inform better decisionmaking around development approvals and to
identify incidence of cost over the long-term to
inform negotiating cost-sharing. Despite the
expressed demand by metropolitan municipalities
forsuch a tool, the uptake in the years since its
development have been less than satisfactory. The
Fiscal Impact Tool paper takes a look at the Metro
experiences (both successful and unsuccessful)
of applying the tool and makes recommendations
for refining the tool to increase uptake within
municipalities.
Series of Papers from the Planning Reform Seminar

Seminar Papers and Complementary Papers
1. Directions in Planning Reform: International
Perspectives
2. Outcomes-Led Planning
3. Infrastructure led growth through spatially
targeted public investment
4. Fiscal Impacts Tool – the metro experience
5. Align Planning & Capital Budgeting
6. Strategy-Led Budgeting
7. Reforming the Regulatory Environment for
Urban Reform
8. Sharpening the Planning Tools from COGTA
(Rationalisation Strategic Planning Frameworks)
9. MSDF Guidelines (DRDLR)
10. Rationalising Planning and Reporting, Circular
88, National Treasury
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1. Introduction
“There is no universal approach to Capital
Investment Planning by Local Governments, not
least because the frameworks for local financial
management vary greatly from country to country,
and even within one country.” – Guidebook for
Capital Investment Planning, World Bank (October
2011).

with the municipality’s Integrated Development Plan
(IDP) and other strategic objectives offers several
advantages in terms of compliance, accountability,
financial sustainability and ultimately achieving
the outcomes as envisaged by the South African
National Development Plan (National Development
Plan 2030: Our future – make it work (2012)).

2. The inception of a project

The South African National Planning Commission
released a detailed report in 2011 thaexplained the
key challenges in fighting poverty and inequality
in South Africa. The report concluded that existing
methods (at the time) to mitigate these challenges
are inadequate and ineffective. It became clear that
an infrastructure delivery system was needed that
focused on prioritising, planning, allocating and
measuring. With this as a background, the South
African Department of National Treasury (NT)
developed the Infrastructure Delivery Management
System (IDMS) as a recommended best-practice
model for the delivery of infrastructure within the
South African public sector.

“Municipalities must ensure that there is closer
alignment of the planning instruments and budgets
as well as mechanisms for monitoring progress and
performance.” – South African Municipal Finance
Management Act (MFMA) Circular 85, December
2016.

National Treasury’s IDMS recommends the adoption
and implementation of three “core”systems, namely:

It is recommended by the MFMA that the IDP must
be an integrated development planning process
that integrates all sectors’ strategies, programmes
and projects to promote integrated development
in communities. It concludes that municipal
planning must be more strategic and cross-sectoral
(integrated), and that the IDP as the key planning
tool, must be used to deliver this strategic and
cross-sectoral planning vision at a local level.

•
•
•

a planning and budgeting system,
a supply chain management system and
an asset management system.

It is recommended by NT that these processes
and systems - in conjunction with a performance
management system - should be institutionalised
by municipalities for effective and sustainable
infrastructure delivery.
The implementation of some of these systems
are in place at some municipalities. The solutions
(systems) that are used currently by South African
municipalities are varied though.
The following systems are generally well understood
and more widely in use at present:
•
•

Supply chain management systems and
Asset management systems

As far as the planning and budgeting systems
are concerned though, many challenges remain,
and there are only a few municipalities that have
systems and effective methodologies in place to
deal with this.
This paper provides an overview of the main issues
to consider in the prioritisation and budgeting
process. Based on experience in dealing with these
issues at local government level, recommendations
are made in terms of best practice going forward. A
planning and budgeting process that is integrated

The MFMA states that municipalities should develop
sector plans in a manner that will ensure that
integrated development is realised in line with:
•
•
•

key national and provincial government policies
key national and provincial programmes and
their individual IDPs.

The challenge is therefore to ensure that a project’s
lifecycle is considered, managed and guided from
the moment of the project’s formation – often at
these early stages the project merely has a name
and not much else. The norm is to consider a
project to carry the status of “project” only when it
reaches a certain stage of maturity – usually this
is approximately at the time where the project has
reached a certain level of maturity that renders it
ready for consideration for procurement.
In order to comply with the MFMA though, guidance
and tools should be provided to municipalities
to solicit data at “minimum viable” level for
prospective capital needs, at a much earlier stage.
The “minimum viable” data should be universally
applicable to all project types and should not be
contextual to favour (albeit unintentionally) certain
types of projects e.g. roads construction projects.
A common pitfall in this process of specifying
minimum viable data for prospective projects that
would be competing for capital allocations, is to
expect too much detail. It must be kept in mind that
within a diverse municipal environment, projects
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originate from a diverse range of departments/
divisions/Municipal Owned Entities (MOEs).
Departments tasked with infrastructure provision
and engineering usually have the ability to provide
a more sophisticated level of detail for their
prospective projects, whereas other departments
may find it more difficult to do so.

the implementation of the project (It should be
indicated on a map by means of a dot, a line or
a geometric shape.);
•

An estimation of the project’s capital need (This
may initially be a single amount which later on
can be developed into a more refined, multi-year
budget.);

The fundamental information (data) for any project
requesting funding (capital) for further development
and implementation, usually comprise of four basic
data fields. These data fields are usually readily
available (or it can be obtained with minimal effort),
across the entire municipal spectrum of capital
project types. These four data fields are:

•

A organisational “home” for the project (For
example, if the project entails the provision of
a new water pipe, the project will belong to the
Water and Sanitation Services Department).

•

The project location (It should be indicated on
a map by means of a dot, a line or a geometric
shape.);

•

The approximate area that will benefit from

Additional data may sometimes be available such
as the project’s sponsor or owner, the project’s
technical interdependence with another project, the
project’s origin, and so on. Such data fields may be
added as part as the minimum viable data required

An example of these required, basic data fields is
shown in Figure 1 on the next page.

Figure 1: Example of Early “Minimum Viable” Data to Attribute a “Project” Status

by the municipality for a project to be registered
and considered, should this data be deemed readily
available for the majority of projectsImportantly,
there should not be a barrier towards the logging
and registration of new project needs. Even if a
project does not have the minimum data required,
it should not prevent the project from being
recorded as a project need. Subsequent processes
associated with ushering the project towards
maturity should be put in place, to ensure that data
gets collated appropriately for each project.

The proposed paradigm shift in attributing “project”
status earlier in the project development
process is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Recommended Paradigm Shift
Project inception

Pre-procurement
readiness

Implementation

Typical stage when “project status” is attributed, strategic
alignment is tested and diligence is expected in the provision
of associated project data

Recommendation to attribute “project status” much earlier forcing earlier apprasial
of strategic alignment and the earlier investigation of project data (albeit at a more
conceptual level than what is required later on in the project life cycle)

“With regard to service delivery at local government
level, it is estimated that more than 90% of these
services require infrastructure to give effect to them,
and hence the planning,
implementation, man agement and operation of
infrastructure over the life cycle of such infrastructure
are critically important.” - Focus on: National Treasury
Standard for Infrastructure Procurement and Delivery
Management (SIPDM), Department of National
Treasury, Republic of South Africa (February 2016).

3 PROJECT MATURITY
The process of integrated planning and budgeting
at local government (municipal) levelrequires an
annual prioritisation process that reflects the content
and objectives of its IDP whilst also taking into
account a host of other issues. These issues may
include (but areusually not limited to):
•
•

the municipality’s financial position,
the economic impact of the project proposals
and technical needs stemming from the
municipality’s asset management system and/or
from other technical sources or reports.

A comprehensive and transparent prioritisation
process can only be executed successfully based
on the availability of the appropriate data for all
projects that will be subjected to this process. This
therefore calls for a process of project preparation
(the process of collecting the minimum data required
for the consideration, prioritisation and subsequent
cost-effective and efficient implementation of a
project).

(often also called “stage-gates” or “check points”).
The SIPDM document (SIPDM, 2016)explains the
main benefits of these stage-gates to be:
•
•
•
•

decisions are taken before authorising the
proceeding with an activity within a
process, or commencing with the next process;
confirmation of conformity with requirements is
required before completing a task or activity; or
nformation is provided which creates an
opportunity for corrective action to be taken.

Stage-gates provide a means for directing a
municipality’s projects towards what is aimed for
and it ensures conformity with institutional, bestpractice requirements. The prioritisation of capital
projects vying for funding, should take into account
the particular life-cycle stage of the project by
referring to the recommended SIPDM stage-gates. A
structured project preparation process should make
it easy for officials to gain an overview of all the
capital needs, and where gaps in the data pertaining
to specific projects still exist.
The prioritisation process should penalise
prospective projects with inadequate data.
Sometimes, the perceived strategic importance
of a project appears to be its only driver in terms
of prioritisation. This has serious downstream
consequences because with such projects, the
alignment with the municipality’s strategic objectives
is not always in place, the inter-dependence of
projects is not taken into account and often the
project is not ready for implementation once
funding is allocated. This leads to long project
implementation delays and non-performance in
terms of expenditure targets.
7
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A project preparation process should take into
account the entire life-cycle of the project, from its
early inception until its ultimate implementation and
maintenance as shown in Figure 3. A separate, best
practice paper was developed dealing specifically
with the proposed project preparation process. The
SIPDM stage gate process will assist in guiding
municipal officials towards populating fundamental,
project-related data in a structured and uniform
fashion.

A mature project preparation process provides
•
•
•

•

a framework from which accountability can be
derived,
a platform from which organisational needs can
be drawn and directed,
a measurable improvement in effective and
efficient implementation of public infrastructure;
and
a significant and measurable saving in public
sector infrastructure expenditure.

Figure 2: Recommended Paradigm Shift

4. CENTRAL AND LATERAL
VISIBILITY
The centralisation of project data, especially in
conceptual stage, offers the following advantages:
•

•

A centralised, universally applicable template for
the population of project data (atany stage of the
project preparation cycle) results in uniformity
in data and anopportunity to organisationally
entrench the notion of what is regarded
as“minimum viable” data as far as capital project
needs are concerned.
Accessibility to an overview (or dashboard)
of the organisation’s needs is in onelocation,
presumably containing the most current data
available;

•

A significant enhancement in the organisation’s
ability to develop comprehensive and
representative reports on topics such as capital
needs, demand for capital vsavailable supply,
departments/division/municipal owned entities
under financialduress, departments/division/
municipal experiencing resourcing problems,
alignment with spatial objectives, impact of
expenditure, high level economic impacts, to
highlight a few.

The spatial (mapped) linkages of municipal capital
project needs is of fundamental importance in
terms of reporting and appraising alignment with
public sector goals and objectives. The reason
for this is that capital project data needs need to
be regarded from a spatial perspective as much
as from a financial perspective. Within the public8
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sector environment, financial and spatial alignment
is inextricably linked – this is because many (if not
most) political, strategic and growth objectives can
be translated spatially.

the various project sponsors. This therefore starts
to fill the functional gap that, at later stages of the
project’s life-cycle, becomes the responsibility of the
Project Management Department.

Importantly, the centralised visibility should not only
pertain to the projects and project needs, it should
also provide a platform where plans, objectives,
priorities and other organisational information is
shown. The priorities as expressed in the IDP,
the Built Environment Performance Plan (BEPP),
and other statutory and strategic documents are
often not visible enough to the entire organisation.
Therefore, the departmental planning processes
often only pays superficial attention to the important
objectives contained in these documents. The
content of such documents is often properly
communicated and well ventilated at event or
meetings organised for this purpose, but the
important detail is soon forgotten and therefore does
not get optimally entrenched in the planning and
prioritisation processes.

5. PRIORITISATION

Aside from the importance of centralised visibility,
the lateral visibility that a centralised data source
creates among departments, is of equal importance.
Although departments should not have the ability to
make changes to the data of others, visibility of the
planned capital of other departments offers many
advantages.
Understanding the inter-dependence and
sequencing of infrastructure projects is assumed
to be the responsibility of the project management
department within a municipality. The earlier
stages of a project where a project management
department may not be involved yet is shown
in Figure 3. Therefore, often at these earlier
conceptualisation phases of a project, the
interdependence and sequencing gets overlooked,
or it is assumed (in good faith) to be in place.
The downstream effect of this is often that a project
may progress through the project preparation
process much faster than its supporting or enabling
projects. E.g. a housing project may first require that
the basic services (e.g. water, sanitation, electricity
and roads) are in place before commencing with the
provision of housing.
Lateral visibility among departments therefore
provides the ability to facilitate dialogue and
sequencing of projects across a range of
departments, towards the same goal. A technique
often employed by municipalities is to thematically
cluster projects within a specific “portfolio” or
“programme”. Sibling projects belonging to these
programmes immediately creates the awareness
among the project owners that some form of
coordination and integration will be required among

In South Africa, the capital expenditure of a City
should primarily be driven the IDP. The regulations
published in MFMA Circular No. 80 (Municipal
Finance Management Act No. 56 of 2003), compels
all municipalities to ground their capital budgeting
in the IDP process. SPLUMA Chapter 4 furthermore
compels local authorities to formulate a Capital
Information Framework (CIF). The meaningful
allocation of capital budgets for municipalities is
however a challenging balancing act that must seek
to address:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

infrastructure backlogs,
the restoration of human dignity,
the creation of a safe and secure environment,
the provision of basic services,
the maintenance of existing assets,
the protection of our heritage and environment,
the creation of sustainable job opportunities,
the boosting and creation of economic activities/
opportunities and
strategically investing into a growing,
sustainable, liveable and globally competitive
city environment.

A prioritisation methodology is therefore required
that will consider qualitative, quantitative and spatial
priorities as articulated by municipality’s strategic
as well as technical leadership, and as enshrined
by municipality’s various strategic plans such as the
MSDFs, the RSDFs and the IDP. It is recognised
that the planning environment is continuously
changing in response to new challenges and new
dynamics gets introduced constantly due to a variety
of reasons. The process of prioritisation therefore,
must possess of the ability to comprehensively
onboard new issues for consideration and easily,
and most importantly transparently, adapt and
change to the changing needs of the municipality.
The need for a mechanism to drive the strategic,
yet equitable, allocation of capital within the
municipality, stems from the following realities:
•

Urbanisation, immigration and growth.

“The State of South African Cities” report produced
Cities Support Network in 2016, reports that South
African Cities are inundated by rapid urbanisation.
A significant number of the population within South
African cities has low levels of education resulting
in high unemployment, very low incomes and
poor living standards. There are not enough job
9
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Figure 4: Prioritisation Methodology Inputs Required

Priortisation Inputs

Qualitative

Spatial

Examples:
• Alignment with
strategies
• Alignment with
portfolios
• Risk rating
• Legilative aspects
• Environmental
progress

Examples:
• Strategic
development
framework
• Urban
development
strategy
• Risk rating
• Economic growth
areas
• Public transport
corridors

opportunities for unskilled labourers in economy
to address this issue adequately. Because
of this urbanisation, cities must deal with a
relentless demand for infrastructure and services.
Unconstrained urbanization and population growth
have resulted in the demand for infrastructure
and services outstripping the financial resources
of cities. Given the limited resources to address
this demand, prioritization of capital budgeting has
become critically important.
The importance of the city and regional
economy
One of the main drivers of economic sustainability is
the creation of job-opportunities. Affecting economic
changes requires a multi-pronged approach
involving a range of interventions across a number
of industries. From a capital budgeting perspective
though, the process of prioritisation can benefit from
the sophistication of a complex, macroeconomic
econometric model.
•

• Increasing Maintenance Burden
Municipalities are faced with the conundrum
of balancing spatial, social and economic
transformation, whilst maintaining the existing
asset base of the municipality. Spatial, social and
economic transformation is often associated with

Quantitative
Examples:
• Budget size
• Co-funding
• Economic
indicators
• Engineering
models
• Prioritisation
scores

the provision of new, quality infrastructure in support
of liveable communities either in newly demarcated
development areas or as part of upgrading severely
marginalized communities, with a poor service
provision history and a backlog of service delivery
demands. A balanced approach to capital
spending, focusing partially on the provision of new
infrastructure, whilst maintaining the existing asset
base and revenue stream is therefore important. A
fundamental consideration of all capital budgeting
must include the estimated OpEx burden that will
result from the capital that is being spent. The
OpEx burden is inevitable – a situation often arises
whereby the OpEx grows too rapidly to the extent
that it starts to impact on the available CapEx.
• Coordination and Inter-dependency
Capital project preparation is often undertaken in a
non-integrated way in that the different departments,
divisions and agencies plan and budget for capital
projects in isolation from each other. This is not
necessarily intended, it is simply a consequence of
a large, multidisciplinary
organisation. Departments often have their own
priorities and their ownmethods of determining
such priorities. These methods vary in terms of
sophistication and detail. The provision of municipal
infrastructure requires integrated project planning
and preparation. Therefore, the introduction of
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a decision support system, which facilitates the
coordination and integration between planning and
infrastructure provision on a project preparation as
well as an institutional level, is essential.
• Competing Interests
Although basic services infrastructure (i.e. water,
sanitation, power and solid waste management) is
often as high on the community delivery agenda
as social facilities and amenities (i.e. clinics,
libraries, community facilities etc.), these different
infrastructure types do not always receive equitable
capital allocation. Often, income generating capital
expenditure (i.e. capital spent on infrastructure
which can yield some form of monetary
return) receives larger quantities of capital budget
than non-income generating infrastructure. A
decision support system, which allows for scenario
testing in relation to the ratio of income generating
and non-income generating capital expenditure,
taking into account the impact that this would have
on the city’s financial sustainability is therefore
important to have.
•
Spatial Transformation Agenda
The spatial vision of South African cities seeks
to transform the developmental landscape to
become a more inclusive, efficient and equitable.
Consequently, capital spending should be
earmarked to drive the spatial transformation
agenda which in turn will result in a spatially
transformed and economically sustainable city
structure. A decision support system, which enables
capital project prioritisation and the subsequent
reporting on implementation is therefore required.
This approach ensures that capital spending is
focused on strategic spatial structuring areas to
achieve the desired city spatial form.
The complexities and interdependencies of these
issues are very challenging, and each year, new
considerations and priorities are introduced. The
need for a system that assist in the facilitation of
such a process, together with additional benefits of
record-keeping, tracking and reporting is therefore
evident.
The prioritisation process facilitated by a system,
should be easy to understand and interpret whilst
allowing for accessibility and input by its users
on any level of detail. Given the diverse range of
different departments and divisions within the typical
South African municipality and the divergent needs
stemming from each department, it is essential that
the prioritization methodology lends itself towards
participation and allows for easy calibration by key
decision makers.

Although it is commonly accepted that the
municipality’s IDP should be the primary driver of
priorities, there are however many other metrics that
should be considered in the process. Some of these
considerations are briefly highlighted.
The first fundamental to consider is funding that is
available for implementation and how this capital
is sourced. This informs of the affordability of
implementing the list of capital needs. In municipal
environment, capital is sourced from a number of
places. Among these sources are bonds and loans.
The affordability and the debt thresholds set by the
MFMA are important considerations in this process.
Technical inputs stemming from the municipality’s
asset management system or from other technical
reports or processes represent another important
aspect to consider in the process of prioritization.
These technical inputs often do not align optimally
with IDP objectives but are important all the same
due to age, decay or other technical reasons.
Other technical aspects such as the technical
interdependence of projects also play an important
role. This will have the consequence that projects
that appear to be of a lower priority, may be elevated
in importance if they are enablers of other, important
projects
The economic, socio-economic and environmental
impacts also represent lenses that casts an
important perspective on project impacts. There are
various methods and models to determine these
impacts to varying degrees of accuracy. Within a
service delivery framework, it is essential that these
elements be included in the prioritization process.
Lastly and very importantly, the spatial alignment
of a project to a municipality’s strategic or political
objectives needs to be included in prioritization
process. The assumption is often erroneously
made that these spatial aspects are adequately
captured by the IDP process. The reality is however
more complex and dynamic. Spatial priorities are
often revealed throughout the IDP cycle by new
processes such as the development of Strategic
Development Frameworks (SDFs), an Integrated
Transport Plan, etc.
Figure 5 on the next page shows the typical
considerations that needs to be taken into account
as part of the IDP prioritization process.

In the process of prioritization, the importance of a
multitude of considerations must be emphasized.
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6. BUDGETING
“The Budget and SDBIP that set out the short term
decisions with regard to the allocation of resources,
are requirements of the MFMA. The linkages
between the planning and budgetingframeworks
are generally weak. The results of planning and
budgeting have seldom yielded the outcomes and/
or impacts that we seek as a nation or at the city

level. Furthermore, planning, budgeting, monitoring
and reporting frameworks generally focus on inputs,
activities and outputs rather than outcomes and
impacts. Therefore, if outcomes and impacts are
to be pursued, the approach needs to be designed
to achieve this.” – National Treasury Guidance
Note 5.5: Framework for the formulation of Built
Environment Performance Plans (BEPP).

Figure 5: Typical Prioritisation Considerations

Strategic

Spatial

Asset
protection

Financial

Typical Prioitisation
Considerations

Economic

Technical

“Improved processes for municipal planning and
budgeting empower a council to make more
informed decisions and are fundamental to
sustainable and efficient service provision. - The
generic municipal budget cycle is set out in the
MFMA and described in MFMA circular 19.” –
National Treasury Local Government Budget and
Expenditure Review: 2006/07 – 2012/13.
The terms budgeting and prioritisation are often
used in a context that implies an understanding that
these two processes are not sequential, but the
same. The prescribed intent of National Treasury
to more closely align the elements of planning and
budgeting is where the challenge remains. Once a
municipality enters the ambit of budgeting or budget
adjustment, the process vests with the financial
department and the final adjustments and decisions
are therefore made financially, with a limited view

SocioEconomic

and connection between this process, and the
broader strategic objectives that the municipality
wishes to achieve.
It is therefore beneficial to have a distinct
prioritisation process (as described in the previous
chapter of this document) that informs and provides
a template for the final budgeting process. There are
however some issues that are unique to the actual
budgeting process, once it enters the financial
realm. Firstly, from a municipal management
perspective, a Long Term Financial Plan (LTFP)
is recommended by National Treasury to enable
municipalities to make informed decisions during the
planning and budgeting processes.
Such a plan, enables the municipality to understand
its financial position better before any decisions are
made on the allocation and approval of proposed
12
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budget allocations. There are many factors that
need to be considered as part of the LTFP, among
these are:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Cash-flow scenario forecasts
Sensitivity analysis
- Sensitivity towards debt (includes the
repayment of debt, preferable structuring of
debt, debt ceilings, etc.)
- Funding mechanisms and access to grants
(includes grant terms and conditions);
- Capital reserve fund policies;
- Equitable share allocation;
- Capital expenditure to operational
expenditure ratio;
- Operational requirements forecast;
- Rates and taxes;
- Etc.
Funding requirements;
Funding scenario goal seeking;
MFMA guidelines compliance checks;
Municipal policy compliance checks;

The list provided above is not exhaustive but is
meant provide some insight into the complexities
that are at play in this process and the importance
of taking cognisance of these aspects in conjunction
with the many aspects that are considered prior
to this process to develop a list of representative
priorities for the municipality, that aligns with its
various goals, objectives, the IDP, the economic
impact, the socio economic impact, technical
considerations and so on.
A further aspect that plays an important role in
the budgeting process, is the committed and
provisioned projects. Committed projects are
usually multi-year projects – that is assets under
construction. These projects are usually considered
to be “committed” because it does not make
sense to stop a project - e.g. a road that is under
construction - halfway through the process as this
would lead to legal costs and wasteful expenditure
on a project that is inoperable or incomplete (there
are of course exceptions). Municipalities may also
have other rules and policies to render a project’s
status as being committed – i.e. the project is
committed to the budget without going through
the preceding processes that the other projects go
through in order to get considered for partial of full
funding. Another permutation to the “committed”
status is the “provisioned” status.
A project is considered “provisioned” into the
budget when it was published by the municipality
to National Treasury as part of the Medium-Term
Expenditure Framework (MTREF). This can be

considered as a “softer” status of committed-to-theapproved-budget status because there will be fever
and less serious consequences, should the project
be removed from the budget before it commences.
Funding rules and allocations plays a major role in
the budgeting process. National grant allocations
made by National Treasury, have specific rules
associated with them. Only certain types of projects
qualify for certain types of grants. The budgeting
process should take these rule-sets into account.
Furthermore, there are numerous other rules in
place at each municipality that determines which
projects would qualify for loans, internal funding,
etc.These rules need to be applied in the process
of budgeting in such a manner to achieve optimum
expenditure across the entire range of rules and
available funding.
Often, municipalities have specific “portfolios”
of projects or “project programmes” that cluster
projects that are complimentary to a specific,
overarching strategy or objective that the
municipality may have. For instance, the mayor
of the city may have made a pronouncement that
the city should prioritise the rejuvenation and
attractiveness of the town centre. All projects that
support and contribute towards this objective may
therefore belong to the “Town Centre” portfolio.
A minimal allocation to this portfolio, possibly
aligning with a public commitment that was made
by the said mayor, can then be attributed to this
portfolio. Projects from this portfolio will therefore
get dedicated funding allocation from this portfolio.
During the budgeting process, once the available
funding in the portfolio is depleted, the remainder
of project needs within that portfolio would have
to compete for budget outside the portfolio on the
basis of the priority obtained from the prioritisation
process.
National Treasury, through a number of Circulars to
Municipalities, has communicated that municipalities
need to align their overall capital expenditure with
the following capital expenditure framework (CIF)
categories:
•
•
•

Urban Restructuring;
Upgrading and Renewal; and
Economic Development.

As a final step in the budgeting process, the
available funding can be pre-allocated into these
CIF “bins” as a final check to ensure compliance
with national objectives. The challenge with this
approach is that the distinction between CIF
categories is not always clear – many projects can
easily be argued to fit into any of these categories.
Furthermore, the demand for capital differs from
municipality to municipality – in some instances,
13
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the demand for capital to address upgrading
and renewal may overshadow the demand for
say, Urban Restructuring. The CIF allocation
approach forces municipalities to forcibly stick to a
predetermined ideal which may or may not reflect
the in-situ specifics of that authority.
An overview of the various processes leading to the

determination and finalisation of municipal budgets
is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: The municipal budgeting process

Once this process is in place, the detailed processes
of budget fitting commences. This is distinctly different
from all the preceding steps depicted in Figure 6 but

often erroneously assumed to be the same process.
The budget fitting process is shown in Figure 7 below.

Figure 7: Budget Fitting Methodology

The processes of “committed” and “provisional”
statuses of projects have been discussed earlier in
this section. In addition, there are steps that involve
the pre-allocation of “preferred” or “indicative”
budgets per department. These notional allocations
are usually made based issues such as excessive
backlogs within certain departments or when certain
departments find it difficult to compete for budget
allocations on a priority basis due to the nature of its
operations.

Lastly, before budget source and budget allocations
are balanced, there are usually some projects that
did not make the final list but should be included
due to reasons such as specific legal commitments
or as a result of other unforeseen circumstances.
Conversely, there often is a requirement to exclude
some of the projects on the final list. Therefore, the
process of negotiated adjustments should also allow
for this.
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7. MITIGATING FACTORS TO
STRATEGY LED BUDGETING
Many of the challenges currently experienced
in the procurement, and the subsequent
implementation stages of a project, stem from
possible oversights during the project preparation
stages. In terms of National Treasury’s Standard
for Infrastructure Procurement, Delivery and
Management (SIPDM) and the City Infrastructure
Delivery and Management system (CIDMS), there
are a number of phases/stages through which a
projects shall progress – these phases span from
the project’s origination or conception through to
its implementation. There are a number of “gates”
associated with each phase. These gates (called
Stage Gates) have actions, outcomes and evidence
of compliance associated with them (Figure 8).
Currently, the data associated with each project
requesting capital focuses on the subsequent
prioritisation processes and bears only incidental
relationship (in some areas), to the new Stage
Gate process. For each project though, capital
requests are already made for a specific SIPDM/
CIDMS Phase of the project (e.g. “Planning”, or
“Works”). The refinement of capital request to
specific Stage Gate level is however not taken into
account currently at most municipalities (or they are
only starting to do so now) as there was no former
requirement to do so.

diligence and effort that will be required from
municipal officials and project managers will be
major shift from the status quo. Active engagement
and process management should be introduced to
support the required workflows.
The introduction of the stage gate process will
unlock the potential for new project prioritisation
and budget fitting rules to allow for the contextual
differences among projects presiding in different
phases (and stage gates) of their life-cycle. The
following general guidelines can thusbe developed:
Projects could receive higher implementation priority
based on the maturity of their stage gate status;
•

•

Projects could receive higher implementation
priority based on the number of downstream
projects affected by the project dependency
relationships;
New budget fit rules could be applied to allocate
separate budget template amounts or bins per
stage gate phase (i.e. capping budget amounts
for planning, design, procurement, works and
close-out for example);

•

Only approving project budgets for a specific
stage-gates of the project rather
than approving the entire project across all its
life-cycle stages –projects would need to request
new capital for subsequent stage gates separately
(separate rules would apply for subsequent stages).

To accommodate the project preparation and
project maturity in line with the Stage Gate process,
requires an increased level of detail (and evidence)
per project (Figure 9). The associated increased
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Figure 8: SIPDM project phasing, sub-phasing and standardized milestones
Phase

Sub-phase

Milestone

pre-project planning

Intiation report

Infrastructure planning
High level business case
indicative schedule
Intiation

project plan
Strategic brief

Detailed brief

Detail brief
Agreed scope of work
Signed agreement
Report on project, site and functional requirments
Schedule of required surveys,test, analyses,site and
other investigations
Schedule of consents and approvals and related lead
times

Infrastructure design

Design basis
Concept and viability

Concept report
Concept design
Indicative schedule of surveys, sent and other
investigations and related report
Process design
Preliminary design
Site development plan or other suitable schematic layouts of the works
Description of stanutary permissions, funding approval
or unity approvals required to proceed with work associated with the package
Cost estimate as required

Design development

Design development report
Design development drawings
Outline specs
Local and other authority submission drawings and
reports
Detailed estimates of construction cost
Production information
Specilcations
Working drawings
Manufacturing, fabrication and construction information
Budget construction cost

Procurement

Tender documentation
Tender evaluation report

New phasing

Tender recommendations
Price contract documentaton
infrastructure work
Site work

Practical completion
Construction
claims
16
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VO’s
Reporting
Deliver the works
Completion Certificates
Hand over

Final Completion
Operations and maintenance manual
Guarantees and warranties
As built drawings
Certification confirm adherenace to relevent legisiations

Infrasturcture close-out
Project completion

Record data close-out report
Closeout report
Issue of final completion certificate
Final account and payment

Figure 9: Proposed additional procurement sub-phases and milestones for infrastructure and goods and
services projects
Goods and services: Sourcing
Petty cash

Resposibility delegated

written or verbal
quotation

Three different qoutations

New phasing

Unaccredited providers quotation received
Written confirmation of verbal quote obtained
Formal written
price quotation

Three different qoutations

Competitive bidding process

Bad documentation
Bad Specification Committee
Public invitation
Bad evaluation Committee
Bad adjudication Committee

Goods and services: Purchasing
Purchase order

Purchase order generated
Purchase order sent

Invoices

Invoice received
Goods/Services received and verified
Signed invoice submitted for payment

Payment effected Remittance advice sent
Goods: Storage and issuing
Issue notice

Issue notice compiled according to supporting
documents
Issue notice sent with dispatched goods

Confirmation of
receipt

Written confirmation of receipt by receiving official
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The reason for deliberating somewhat on stage
gates in this section, is because it plays asignificant
role in the subsequent monitoring and evaluation
process, as informed by theSDBIP requirements.
“The SDBIP therefore serves as a “contract”
between the administration, council ancommunity
expressing the goals and objectives set by the
council as quantifiable outcomesthat can be

implemented by the administration over the next
twelve months.” – MFMA CircularNo 13, National
Treasury.
The SDBIP process requires that each project for
which a budget was approved, would needto have
a predicted cash-flow. Cash-flow prediction tends
to be simplified by applying broadassumptions to
projects.

Figure 10: Project GANTT chart or schedule based on standardized SIPDM phases, sub-phases and
milestones

Figure 11: Monthly cash-flow graph constructed based on standardized SIPDM phases and sub-phases
schedule

The number of projects that needs to be planned in
terms of cash-flow, especially at some of the larger
municipalities can be overwhelming. Nevertheless,
SDBIP cash-flows are provided. Municipalities often
find it challenging to adhere to such cash-flows –
the tendency often is to have most of the project
expenditure bunching in the last months of the
financial year.

The flow of funding towards the implementation of
approved projects should be matched with actual
progress recorded by project managers. Progress
is usually reported in terms of certain milestones for
which evidence of reaching such milestones, should
be provided. As soon as the flow of money exceeds
the actual progress on a project, red flags should be
raised and corrective actions should be investigated
and considered.
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8. LESSONS
The implementation of these principles and
methodology over the past five years at a number
of municipalities, including some of the large
metros provided some insights. A short list of these
insights and lessons is provided here. The list is
not comprehensive but highlights some of the more
salient issues:
•

•

•

•

A comprehensive overview of the entire capital
need of the municipality is not only beneficial,
it has immediate short, medium and long-term
benefits in terms of sustainable, responsible and
responsive budgeting.
The actual number of capital requests is not
appreciated or understood before it resides
in one place. A central, comprehensive view
on capital requests leads to an organisational
understanding that there is visibility and
accountability on requests.
There is a latent element of enabling or
essential capital demand that only merges once
an organisational awareness takes hold of the
main catalytic projects and overarching strategic
drives of the municipality. E.g. for a housing
project, the need for supporting infrastructure
only becomes evident when the applicable
infrastructure departments/divisions have sight
of the housing project. The necessary dialogue
is thus encouraged automatically.
The range of elements that bears influence on
the capital prioritisation and approval process

•

is diverse. The process is strongly grounded
and guided by the IDP and the prevailing
strategies and objectives of the municipalities.
However, the impact of financial considerations,
economic impact, technical need, level of
preparedness, internal capacity, projected cashflows, environmental constraints and/or other
limitations are equally important and often play
an overriding role.
MSCOA classification is as important in the
planning stage, as it is in the budget approval
stage. The MSCOA segments offers significant
intelligence that should be utilised during the
prioritisation and budget approval processes.
It inter-alia provides the required metadata
to assist in the determination of the various
projects’ alignment with the municipality’s capital
investment plan categories.

The difference between prioritisation and budgeting
is distinct. Yet these successive processes are
intermingled and confused in the absence of a
well-structured business process and project need
repository.

9. ADOPTION AND ENHANCEMENT
OF THE PROCESS
The annual municipal capital budget planning and
reporting cycle has undergone numerous reforms
over the past 5 years. The implementation of these
reform principles and methodologies at a number of
large metropolitan municipalities provided a valuable
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environment to test the practical implementation
thereof as well as to develop systems and process
enhancements to add value to each of the
municipalities who have adopted the approach.
A simplified timeline has been prepared to
demonstrate the municipality adoption of the
municipal capital budget process and the process
or system enhancements which have been
implemented to add value to the municipalities
as part of their annual municipal capital budget
planning and reporting cycle – see Figure 12 on the
next page.

10. CONCLUSION
The IDP project lifecycle as depicted in Figure 13,
requires a good understanding of the following
aspects:
•
•
•

the linkages between planning, prioritisation,
budget development and implementation;
the importance and intricacies of appropriate
and responsive project preparation processes;
the relevance of project stages and which
artefacts of proof should be accepted as
evidence of progress through the respective
project stages,

•
•
•
•

the various complexities and rules involved in
the budgeting process,
the reporting requirements of National Treasury,
the importance of SIPDM stage-gates as part of
thereport tracking process,
the challenges with achieving expenditure
milestones within a financial year.

The content of this paper only provides the first level
of detail and considerations that are involved in the
planning and budgeting processes expected from
Municipalities. Most municipalities find it challenging
to take all the aspects listed in this paper adequately
into account. A well-defined and agreed-to processflow that reflects the unique preferences of each
municipality constitutes the first step towards taking
control of project life-cycle processes and the
supporting budget processes. It is beneficial if there
is support from a system that takes into account and
facilitates these processes.
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Figure 12: Adoption and enhancement timeline of the municipal capital budget planning and reporting system

2014
Tshwane Implement of CP3
Johannesburg Implement of CP3

2015
First spatially prioritization model
spatially targeted copex reporting per project
First project scope builder

Two tier strategic Outcomes capturing per project
First proof of concept delivered for cash flow.
milestone per project as input to SDBIP capitial
work plan

First CP3 Economic Impact Assessment
Module developed

2016
MSCOA classification per project
Stellenbosch Implement of CP3
CP3 becomes MSCOA compliant with per project
reporting capability
SIPDM phase and sub-phase incorpartion and
standarized project tracking module

Ekurhuleni Implement of CP3

2017
Budget impact simulator used for informed capex scenario
comparisons

CP3 MSCOA data string receives green
status from National Treasury

CP3 intergrated with client to present web map
services

Detailed Economic and social indicators
forms part of priotation methodology

CP3 enables national, IUDF and provincial
outcomes

CP3 maintain MSCOA compiliancy Asset
based capex capturing using GTS

Gauteng deployment of CP3 for inter
governmental project pipeline

2018
Ntional and SOE deployment of CP3 for
inter governmental project pipeline
CP3 intergrates with performance
management system

Budget impact simulator used to analyze municipal financial
sustainability
First BEPP IGR Annexures for metro’s

2019
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Figure 13: IDP Process Plan
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